OCOZOCOAUTLA ZONE
Cueva de Metate (or Grutas de Chacal)
Location: Rancho San Judas Tadeos de
Chacal, Ocuilapa, Mpo. Ocozocoautla, Chiapas. 93°2502W,
16°5248N, elev. 940 m. Ocozocoautla quad (E15C58).
Exploration and survey: Circolo
Speleologico Romano, January
1998 and April 1999.

Directions: At kilometer 18 on
the new road that connects
Ocozocoautla to Apic Pac.
Description: A stream cave that
has two natural entrances and a
third one opened during the construction of the road. (The cave
appears to have been previously
explored and maybe surveyed;
attempts to find information
about it did not succeed.)
Entering from the road, you
go about 80 meters down a slope

The metate in Cueve de Met
V. Sbord

that drops about 10 meters to a stre
Upstream, you get to the upper nat
entrance, and downstream you c
out at the base of a sotanito.
The upper natural entrance looks
a room in an advanced state of colla
It goes straight into a passage wi
muddy floor. After 30 meters,
stream comes into the passage,
from this point the path winds along
stream, although there are sev
branches at a higher level.
The main passage is very large,
6 meters wide and 7 to 8 meters h
After 280 meters you can leave th
verbed and go up an extensive fl
stone on the left side that leads to a
sil passage, Ramo del Muretto (L
Walls Branch, not surveyed), wh
grows to a large size and leads to a r
with a drystone wall that delimits
of it. Such walls are found in the M
Branch as well, and with some o
evidence clearly indicate that the c
was used by the ancient inhabitant
the area.
Continuing in the active pass
after about another 120 meters you
go up to the right into the branch
leads to the artificial entrance by
road.
Downstream, you cross a lake
yond which the passage continues
the same morphology and size for
other 300 meters. Then you reac
large stalagmite above the water l
that occupies the left wall of a l
loop. The stream flows under br
down piled against the flowstone
soon reappears. Beyond this, goin
a flowstone wall on the right takes
to the Ramo del Muro Maya (M
Branch). It is a fossil part of the sys

Cueva de los Dos Hermanos
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